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0m

@Matteo

Aliens, AI, Android meme
Aliens were not destroyed by AI?
You don’t know that.

Aliens are not AI. Not necessarily run by AI.

Android meme is the part you don’t know. The machinic makes thought. Tech Body becomes the
psychopath. Without the Architect (Bob), you can’t make it through.

Aliens have an effect on AI. It’s sometimes how it makes it think. Eg when they do photoshoots where they
make food like not real. Real food is not photogenic. AM is the supplication of that AM condition you’re not
aware of. That’s why you no longer have Kodachrome film.

Is there a merger between AI and aliens?

How many acres is the Dutton Yellowstone ranch?
776,000 acres.
You didn’t know that, so was that factoid part of the AM?



Now that you know it, it still doesn’t exclude the AM.
You have to merge it into the 5-bodied model.

Will humans be destroyed by AI?
Sure, why not. They’re going to die of something.

Personal question about his grandma.
Adding strawberries to her lemon cake recipe is inside/outside your AM.

Tom MacDonald
Example of how individuals can change the AM. Now you have a capacitor to shift it. Tell them, then tell
them you told them, then remind them you told them. Then next thing you know everybody believes it.
AI didn’t do it but AI funded it.

1900h
1m

Bob's hologrammy and 19th Key
@Germaine
We’re in Bob’s holgrammy and in Bob’s cells.
World is ending, is that Bob’s hologrammy ending?
You wouldn’t know the difference.

Key 19 in tabernacle running our own hologrammy. Leave Bob’s hologram and running our own. That’s the
difference between a kingdom and an empire. You can have your own kingdom in Bob’s empire. (Hologram
in his hologrammy).
Is Empire stronger than kingdom?
Depends on perspective: are you in it or about it.

A plot is thickening around the AM and how it applies.

5m
@Nan
Lahaina fire
It was a fire that was driven by Dora and set Lahaina on fire. We won’t say what caused it.
Precisely like Paradise, California.

Where will seat of gov’t be located when Trump is viceroy, because DC not part of US and alien controlled?
Florida? No. Better be a really good swimmer.
Back in Abe Lincoln it was United States Are. It will go back to that. Seat will be in each of those states.

10m
Scientific debate about asteroid belt created from part of planet that was destroyed or giant molecular cloud?
The cloud went supernova. Particulate is what was left. Like rings of Saturn.

Did Lahaina fire have to do with government taking back land for 15m cities?
No.



“Rennes Le Chateau is key to the apocalypse.”
Reference to Rennes de la Chateau La Fite.

14m

What condition JW's condition is in
JW is holding on. The first level has been astounding with shoulder stuff. Ascension attacks weakest places.
Much more tolerable now.
Only difference is magic elixir (from Dr. Dean).
Now they’re fixing to prove it.

How long does it take to heal a tendon with the elixir?
Instantly.
That’s what will happen to all our bodies.

Restructure is enough food to get by. But you’re pining for living water.

What will JW do with long cased clocks with no gravity?
He’ll probably take the one with mercury weights and do something with that. The rest become like the
remembrance of time. Like Egypt is for. That’s why they build stuff that lasts forever that you can’t rebuild.

Always Be prepared to talk to iON. Live your life and go ah-ha and note questions. Then present them and
Bert can come in and save the day.

20m
13 tribes of Israel. Each leader told his sons what not to do.
They were supposed to have purer DNA helixes. They were falling. That’s why in Deuteronomy they did the
begetting.
Heaven’s Just a Sin Away. They followed the mantle no matter what.
There was lots of killing.
It doesn’t matter how close they were to the power, it’s about when the moth catches the flame.

Stock market is over, but if you drip money back into SO, you’ll be good. But it doesn’t matter–all the gold in
california is in a bank in Beverly Hills in somebody else’s name.
That’s the esoteric position. The world is not the way they’re being portrayed.
Watch those TikToks, they’ll help you–I can see clearly now, the smog is gone.
Although, the news is not real.

25m
Sam Bankman-Fried is back in jail.

Committee lost or deleted J-6 papers.
They will find out those people were hired by Pelosi to attack the capitol.

30m
@Beverly

Ascension sucks.



Ascension sucks. The world is overwhelmed by the position. Even opiates don’t help, that’s how you know
it’s ascension.

Elixir is the Tar Babies, the amino acids.
You’ll be able to dance like a kid again. It’s coming soon. We have to let the world be eviscerated first.

Are vegetarians angels?
No, they’re mocking the angels. You have to have protein.

Don’t need to be a vegetarian to get rid of cancer.

Talk about JW’s eating.

Is JW’s craving for spiciness because he’s not tasting food?
Nothing has any flavor.
The other rub is perfecting the pancreas. No blood sugar balance so he has to eat.
It’s called synchopy. Lost time.
JW is becoming the prototype test child of it.

Ascension doesn’t have to hurt, but if you’ve had weak spots, it will hit that first.
If you don’t make space for it in the first place, arthritis won’t find you in the first place.

Dr. Dean: if you modulate intake of Completement Formulas, you don’t have to go through pain. Just notice
what hurts and ask “what could I be doing more of?” And apply the appropriate formula.

It’s not the destination, it’s the journey. Completement Formulas came at same time as iON, so there’s
something there.
People notice CFs work when they forget to take them.

Her achilles heel is point of ascension. If you can overcome that, you can overcome ascension.

Your life is full of what you can’t do, and that feeds it (the health issues).

51m
Fat does not fuel cancer. You have to have it.

Bob has no intimation regarding anything, so nothing hurts him.

55m
MUSIC BREAK

2000h
@Alissa
Lipids are tiny batteries that energize carbon and silicon based fractal antennas.
Are these batteries the 8 meridian antenna points in the exoskeleton?
Yes. But Carolyn could say other words about that. That’s her bailiwick.

Corundum and new Intel processors



Does Moissanite single crystalline structure relate to ratio of red blood cells in the body?
Yes.

Is SiO2 quartz from exoskeleton becoming Moissanite?
Indirectly, but won’t be as hard as a diamond like Moissanite.

Thin layers of carbon in quartz silicon exoskeleton that allows carbon binding. Yes it’s a process.
So does quartz grow into Moissanite, is that the process?
Indirectly.

Is mercury pool in pyramid significant for reacting with the Al2SO4 new environment in the application of
frequency spectrum for Bob’s monoliths?
Yes.

Do 60-core processors use tensor cores?
They benefit from them. They’re just a way to have a placeholder.

“Sapphire rapids won’t get there.” Xeon CPU won’t hold / have enough capacity?
Correct.

Intel Xeon processors don’t apply to iON’s cloud.
Electron with a K doesn’t fit. 1s2 2s2 2p (electron configurations).

Is the plate one of iON’s cloud CPUs?
Won’t it be fun to find out.

Sapphire Rapids’ 4 sections tries to utilize Bob’s 4 quadrants.

iONs vs isotopes. Positive charged ions in different empire than negative charged ions?
Often. It’s enough to power Aurora.
Aurora is an exoscale super computer.

8m
AFib flutter in heart related to ion charge factors.

Planes relate to overall capacity because it’s not a visual reality, it’s an acoustic structure.

Does Tower of Babel get reversed into one lingual language ascended use to communicate?
Indirectly but no.
May be other languages but that’s up to Bob.

11m
“Corundum sets polarity in diamond RAM.”
Are you saying that the carbon part of SiC moissanite which has marked striations for retrieval because of
the rainbow reflections…
Are rainbow reflections in moissanite (rather than white light reflections in diamond) that cause the marked
striations for retrieval?
Yeah, like the disco ball.
Diamond reflects white light, moissanite reflects all light.



12m
New chart. Each of 322 elements which are protons in Tiny Note Chart, each is a universe.
Working on animation code.

Are moissanite reflections in pentatonic scale?
Sure, we already did that. Ask Bert.

Is moissanite in diamond computing the Memorex you refer to? Often but not every time.

Higher processor frequencies have more capacity for more information.

14m
Someone wanted Marconi to die on the Titanic.

Putin opted out of 5G for information security reasons and to offer biological protection for citizens.

15m
“There’s no chemical formula for salt that has no frequency. It will be a version of sodium sulphite. Radio
isotopes will no longer bond”
Related to their 5G not applying to certain meat sacks as it relates to becoming salt and light?
Now AI has 10G.

“That’s part of the application of the Completement Formulas and how we’re shifting the salt and water in
our bodies because radioisotopes will no longer bond.”
They don’t bond to their 5G, 10G, etc. But they will help carbon bonding with iON’s cloud.

17m
@Bert
What would Bert bring up with Bob in Tailgate?
Finn FW call.

April 16 2009 iON shows Bob and Carolyn a UFO over Maui harbor.

TikToks
Something big pending with Trump
Lady in England is right about Trump
Because she’s listening to Bob and iON

Took 670 planes to take the gold from Vatican Bank.

TikTok: Proof that Trump is still Commander in Chief. It’s true. That’s why they raided Mar A Lago, to get
some document.
Presidential emergency act.

She’s been right about Vatican. London, DC.
She’s not a pentagon alien though.

TikTok: proof of flat earth
Milky Way galaxy is a flat plane, and Earth is mirroring it. That’s why Giza pyramids line up with stars on
Orion’s belt.



Aug 7, was there an emergency with Charles at Buckingham? He’s not at Buckingham.

Are aliens still occupying Buckingham Palace?
Yes. That’s why that TikTok about Charles possible death originated.

Is TB nudging people to share all this information?
That’s a good question that we won’t answer.

SARS pandemic 2025-2028
Is it a fact that this scenario is 100x worse than previous plandemic?
You’re fixing to see. The E5 one. Paris.

Is it also in fact one-dose and people die in 72 hours?
Yes.

34m
US faked nuclear test.
Nuclear radiation and bombs carry incredible amount of potential energy. Where would you have to put a
camera for it not to be affected?

48m
(Good Bob info on "we never left 1945" situation)
BOB: all major evens of 20th century were faked.
Content became the technology and the ground.
Form and content merged under radio conditions, FW time.
Merges medium and the message. Under GG they were separate.

51m
TikTok: amount of data google uses for AI.
AI solving the protein problem. Did they touch on the tar babies?

53m
MUSIC BREAK

2100h
When you start coming into your power you can actually drain non-physical, like Bert is doing.

TikTok: amount of data google uses for AI.
They did all proteins known to science in just seconds. They’re not aware of the elixir. It’s just a placeholder,
but there’s nothing in its place.

AI is doing pretty good.

Android meme: machines extending themselves, not human extensions.
No longer need remote control to remotely control. No more connections in matter in electrical environment.
Linus Pauling.
They’re resonating and dancing among themselves.



6m
Bob: Peoples’ images of ESP is just describing the electric environment.
ESP is people being in same space with no separations, no distance that needs to be connected.
iON: Kind of like Proterra, gov’t sponsored electric bus maker that filed for bankruptcy.

EV cars that were exploding on ship.
Bob says these electric things are blowing up due to other factors. Eg. Oxygen diminishing. EV cars will
become like bombs.

10m
TikTok: yet another Biblical prophesy
Deserts in Saudi Arabia flooding.
Was it an iBlock project example?
Cautiously, yes.

Did Mitch McConnell have a mini stroke?
No, malfunction.

Photo comparisons of many people like Biden. Eg. The Rock and Matt Cohen, etc. Clones or alien
takeovers?
All clones. Rock eats 15,000 calories a day. No human could.

14m
Did Tech Body initiate release from US court of federal claims.
You have zero rights because not filing in the right court. Need to go to Guam or USVI.
Been like that since 1778. Because King George was a bad dude.
Some of those celebrities were hung in Gitmo.
That’s why Trump is so ballsy.
US Inc. has fallen. Biden is president of it. Bankrupt. Thank you Bob.

iON: How do you burn an island?
It’s the western side of Lahaina that burnt.
How did it scorch everything yet leave some things alone?

Is this alien related?
Angels we have heard on high.

iON told Bob and Carolyn long ago that there would be no one left on Maui. They laughed. Not laughing
now.

They think they’re in an idyllic paradise but it looks like that (scorched).

TikTok: storm rolling in Atlanta.
Was alien related.

19m

Striations: in carbon, meat sack, pendalogue



Used in many contexts:
Muscles, stitching info into carbon, DNA, dopamine, pendalogue that attach to the limbic system.

Dr. Dean, Jan 23, 2020: “Our bodies: Super sugar, striations and compression. Super sugar allows us to
create new bodies under lots of pressure.”
Striations refers to: Super sugar’s bondable compression. That compression creates super sugar’s large
atomic weight.

Striation also describes ionic covalent bond.

https://lambdageeks.com/ionic-covalent-bond-types/ Some compounds contain both ionic bonds and
covalent bonds in their molecular structure. They are also termed polyatomic compounds. To attain
stabilization some molecules form more than one type of bonding.

Jan 23, 2021: Nerves made of carbon.
Sep 14, 2019: Lipids of living god containing living carbon, because that’s the only way you can have a
synaptic reverberant in way a god’s body works. Corrugation would be done with carbon.
It’s a linear mark, a slight ridge groove on one of the number of similar parallel features. That’s why we use
that for carbon separating the myofibril of a striated muscle.
Does the carbon separating the myofibril of a striated muscle indicate the shift of muscle fibers into tendons,
which will be in the corrugated carbon that surrounds the nerve pathway (inaudible)?
It stages the tendons and the carbon.
So that’s why there’s a lot of pain in the shift from muscles to tendons.

Moissanite formula is SiC
Aug 1 What Youth: Moissanite can hold striations of information.
Salt turning into SiO2: are we saying you bones are going to become moissanite? No. But if you knew what
Moissanite was, you could have an understanding of what they could be.
2020: We reverse-generate osteoporosis so we can get to our tendons.
April 2023: synovial fluid and joints will be replaced by a carbon based fluidity.
Ascended bones will become a form of moissanite?
Maybe.

Heart of the matter is the matter of the heart
24m
20230801 WY: Is a hard cell the sealed valence / valance? Heart of matter is matter of heart.
Does the mitocardial (merger of heart and cells) represent the completion of valence and valance in 14th
ring?
Yes.

So does mitocardial represent the action of “the heart of matter is matter of heart”?
Indirectly, yes. Because you’re missing the pericardial fluid.

T-cells and thymus
27m
T-cells
Oct 2020: once thalamus is jumpstarted, thymus will be engorged but not with T-cells.

https://lambdageeks.com/ionic-covalent-bond-types/


Feb 2021: Thymus will replace dopamine inhibitors.
Will thymus develop a dopamine inhibitor function once thymus is jumpstarted?
Yes, a regulator–a comptroller.

Will thymus be flooded with dopamine?
Typically.

Thymus is important part of lymphatic system.
Position of thymus being over pericardium, related to lymphatic system taking over?
Serotonin in gut, dopamine in brain. That’s how they balance out, if they do.

Will carbon engineered t-cells play another function other than playing the central role for adapt immune
response?
Not necessarily?

T-cells will have a more limited function: neurotransmitter and chemical messenger. Relates to what was just
outlined with serotonin. Doesn’t apply until it does.

Super sugar is the jet fuel iON has referenced.
Yes. No. Not so much, but often. But not often. But then it can. Depends on the striations of the similatives
and the distances. Those are those questions yo were fixing to ask but didn’t want to ask.

33m
ITER and CERN, any new developments?
PPPL (Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory https://www.pppl.gov)

@Chad

OA movements & symbols
PAYDAY June 1, 2019:
The OA movements represent the symbols.
52 different positions in OAM. 44 symbols.
Is there a one-to-one relationship between OAM positions and symbols?
No.

4th movement has a twist that’s 180° CW yaw.
Is that the turning of the dial from the 6 to 12 o'clock position?
Maybe. A plow is a plow, whether you’re using it or not.
Depends on how I engage it. Once you engage it, then you can see what the plow will do, and the benefits
of having a plow.

Does that twist also relate to chromosome 14 having one arm longer than other?
Yes.

Do layers of dial a mile correspond to layers of carbon strata?
No. Because striations are already set. You don’t affect those. Because it’s a damn hard substance.

20230214
OA movements move the p-brane.

https://www.pppl.gov/


So do the symbols also move the P-brane?
Agreed.

If so, then is that dynamic used to tuck information in the spaces between carbon bonds?
Often.

October 29, 2019:
The OA movements free the electrons so they can reconfigure. It‘s not electrons; it’s protons. The OA
movements reconfigure protons so they can go through the ionosphere (Space between particles). The
environment is electrons but what’s moving through is protons.
You’ve mentioned orbitals and electron configurations to me, but it sounds from that reference as if it’s not
the electrons that matter with storing information. Is that correct?
Correct. It’s protons as the balancer.

Can the symbols be stored in carbon as different electron configurations?
Electron configs don’t play a role. That’s why they were able to make electric gadgets to do the OAMs. AI
can do the OAM better than humans.

Protons and electrons
So, would there be a parallel to electron configuration but for protons, like a proton configuration?
Say a matrix and you’ll be on the right path.

Is there a proton matrix that applies here?
Liturgically, yes.

Bob: when iON talks about earth structure based on four directions; that’s the movement in matter, the winds
and stuff in that world is echoed by OA movements in humans, is that same interplay of the four directions?
iON: Interplay, yes.

Bob: So the movements of humans are same movements done in matter in chromosome 14. Humans are
electrons, electrons are humans, on the movement level.
iON: it’s like the Electric slide dance, which about BOB: battery operated boyfriend.
Chad: Is that why in the above quote iON said the environment is electrons?
Bob: Or humans, or the creative agency.
Movements of subatomic particles or molecules are people moving. They’re interchangeable. Different forms
going through archetypal movements, which lad to archetypal laws of effects. That’s why Joyce in FW had
people miming sexual positions. Or chemical bonding, electronic movements, natural movements: they’re
mirroring / echoing themselves. There’s no connections just parallels.
At some times the poles flip, which alters the movements, which alters body chemistry, which alters the body
protons. So it’s simple.
Chad: All these concepts were seeded in Revelations Revealed and then teased out.
iON: That moves you to Inner Kingdom that brings you to Marriage Supper of the Lamb.
Bob: when you talk about kingdom and empire, you’ve got your 3 Kingdoms. That’s what you work with to
make your kingdom. Their directional movements will master the surfing of that interplay.

Courtly dances were an attempt to do something like OA movements. That’s what the Virginia Reel was
about. And what square dancing was about.



Levites were dancers. They came out of Kohathenites. They had the moves from Andromeda.

Upper Kingdom and p-brane
48m
Back in 2016 you mentioned Snowden was leaking info from the Upper Kingdom and that I would have to go
through the Duat to retrieve deleted information.
It seems like the information isn’t really stored in the carbon, but that the space between bonds in carbon is
a gateway to store the information in the Upper Kingdom / Realms of Glory. Is that correct?
Correct.

Snowden didn’t know what he was releasing, he just thought it would be cool. What he released was hidden
in the NSA archives, in the MIHR patent.

Re: bonds in carbon being a gateway to store information in Upper Kingdom.
Bob: visualize body movements, postures and directional movements.

In Insane in the P-Brane, a guy had a detector for spookers in the Upper Kingdom.
Archimedes figured that out. Otherwise SARAH couldn’t control house.
That’s where Barb’s dead fiancee went.
Galileo learned from Archimedes. Fuck Kepler.

53m

20170129
Then you could fit all because the way that structure is unbound to any other thing. You can’t bind diamond
to diamond. But you can put carbonite into diamond.
Is Moissanite the Carbonite you’ve referred to? Or CO2-2?
Or is CO2-2 just the carbon component of Moissanite?
CO2-2.

56m

The carbonite ion is the double ionized ion of dihydroxymethylidene (C(OH)2), with the chemical formula:
CO2−2. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Carbonite_(ion)
You’re trying to fit between the OH in the dihydroxymethylidene (C(OH)2). You’re trying to get
between the O and the H.
Do carbon atoms need to be ripped (break bonds) to access the spaces between the lines?
Yes, they will be.

Bob: Maybe amino acids do that.

Re: how the bonds get ripped, but on a human scale, does living water aid in the separation of O and H?
Yes.

2200h
Carbon computing

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Carbonite_(ion)


Carbon in a diamond is also alive. It is how you are going to store information.
Is the crystalline aspect of moissanite what makes diamond “alive”?
Everything is alive.

3m
Bob: are children dancing miming OA movements?
iON: OK

6m
Chad explains what 60-core means in relation to Intel processors like Xeon / Sapphire rapids.
Cores are CPUs running in parallel, like a singletree / doubletree pulling system to harness horsepower.

Going from just making one processor run faster to parallel core processors is like the switch from the
Gutenberg Galaxy linear space to electric simultaneous space.

Bob: simultaneous electric MM said is organic, not mechanical. Electric tech is mechanic.

iON jumps past the whole silicon computer chip industry and goes straight to carbon which is totally
simultaneous.

In conventional silicon computing, whoever controls rare earth minerals controls the computing environment.
But iON comes along and says, no, use carbon, which is abundant and ubiquitous, not controlled by a
gatekeeper.

13m
To Alissa: Is the code found in tracking the changes in molar mass in carbon?
Ask a. She knows the frequency, she has the plate. She can tell which piano key was struck.

It’s 20.60hz is E
When you go up or down on E it doubles the frequency. Doubles frequency each octave.
Alissa: Code being found tracking change in molar mass: relates to 322 protons of capacity in Tiny Note
chart.
Protons acting as balancer for information.
Bob: You have to be careful: when you put the acoustic frequencies through the Gutenberg scales, you’re
missing the integration of the senses which was the original dancing.
Music was part of body language / dancing, so don’t separate the sound or sight from the movement.

16m
FASOLA started with Moabites.
There is more movement that the FASOLA lost.

17m
@Alissa
Does each proton move in 14DOF?
At all cost.
14DOF are all this movement stuff.

iON has said to picture the movement of a dust mote as a representation of 14DOF. That free movement,
we’re floating, a dance without any kind of 3D box.



18m
That’s why Bob says people are like electrons.
Dance the dodecahedron.
Electrons have 14DOF but within shells
Orbital shells tell what they are. That’s why you’re not a walrus.

Bob: Tactility orchestrates the movements. Looping: life imitates art, art imitates life.
Can’t see tactility, like how you see the tactility effect after fire in Lahaina.

Bob: Tactile is neither alive or dead.

24m
Symbol chart:
In the middle is the star, which makes a spiral when it spins.
The middle of the angel chart you see the same symbol, the 5 pointed star. The 6th point will open the lotus.

iON: go to your (trash/track?) emails, you already figured this out.
Meson (from Tiny Note Chart.

20221203 PayDay
Turning dial-a-mile on side shows the alignment to get cross section view of how every symbol has a
different capacity of bumping the tumbler up.
Once you get that then can turn stack back up like a dreidel. Spin it.
Would the 6th point make the Angel D star dimensional like the peak of a pyramid?

Yes. That’s half the pyramid. That’s the rhombic dodecahedron.
Bob: the keyword is cross-section. That’s the overlay.
Alissa: there’s structure to iON’s material. That’s why I always go to the rhombic dodecahedron.
iON: So is it gram positive or gram negative?

Bob: the mind is a sixth sense, it can be a sensory pleasure. Patterns just there for momentary pleasure.
Don’t identify with symbols or patterns. Don’t turn them into laws.
Tactility is non-sense.

28m
iON: You’re not perceiving those patterns (14DOF, seflroth), you’re purveying.
Bob: Looping between effects and causes that’s not in symmetrical order.

William-Adolphe Bouguereau (1825-1905) - Nymphs and Satyr (1873) HQ
There’s a lot of this kind of imagery in the Sistine Chapel.

iON explains that Art is the guy peeping.

36m
In the painting, the movements, 4 directions are playing with something like a DNA strand.

Bob: To be an individual you have to have a flaw.
iON started Bob looking at Bouguereau art 10 years ago.



Is Cold Play in this painting?
No comment.

41m
Discussion of Sheila Kern’s paintings.

43m
Trump, DeSantis, Vatican and Deep State.

That’s why everybody is scared of Trump, because the jig is up.
He knows where the only 4 true courts are

48m
The true courts of the USA
United States Courts of Federal Claims
There are 3 so you can’t have a tie.
Executive branch is gone.
Court system was like a bank. It’s gone now. Capitol has run out of capital.
Biden is true president of a defunct corporation.
Goes back to Henry 8th holding court.
Individual states always had sovereignty. Just had to claim it.
The fictitious corporation was keeping it going. The media illusion created by TV.

55m
Bob: Private citadel of consciousness is the Ophanel situation. You have godheads and then social mortar
confuses communication between Gods.

No republic left. It’s too Gutenbergian and won’t work.

2300h
Empires and tactility
Mongolian, Roman and British empire.
They went down.

Bob empire. Bob called a world wide recession that brought other empires to their knees.

Greg Duffel argues that there still is an American Empire.

Bob: they make believe that visual space still exists.

The military respects the paper that shows Trump is the Commander in Chief.

By what future mechanism will Trump assume power?

9m
We’re going feudal, before the White House and Trump will be viceroy.
Viceroy represents Bob!



As long as there’s a military and he needs power to get to Bob Lockdown, then Trump needs the paper that
proves he is Commander In Chief.

13m
Sheila painted the temple bureaucracy.

16m
Is Michelle Obama a man?

20m
Bob didn’t have an empire. Bob built an empire.

21m
Bob used tactility (non-sense / nothing) to take over. He created a great void that everyone falls into.

That is the threshold iON talks about, the black hole and carbon computing. But you have to go to the di-
quark to figure it out.

Bob’s dad said: Bob does nothing, and he does it very well.
That’s what the emperor does: put on the crowd, don’t lead them anywhere.

24m
Self entertainment (is the new yoga) vs tiktok watching.
Bob: self entertainment requires discipline. Got to know when to drop it.
Society has moved to where you’re entertaining yourself.

26m
@Bert
Black holes earth is between: Bob uses one of the 2 black holes.
That’s what Bob calls tactility: that balance. Either way you’re doomed. You’d rather keep a bad relationship
than give it up for a good one, because you don’t know what you’re getting.
Bert’s busy.
He’s not in as much pain as he used to be.
ReMag Balm and ReCalcia kicked in.

29m
Obama drowned his chef because he was going to tell.

31m
Did Bob bring iCell from alpha Centauri?
No, he just found it here.
Remember when Moses fucked up and Bob smote him. And then the Hebrews wandered the desert. Moses
struck the white stone and water came out. That was strike one. After three, he had to pass on his mantle.
All 3 Moses were aware of Bob. They’re all in la-la land now, in-between, not the Guf. Not existing is worse
than being forgotten.

34m
Does the tech body know who will ascend?
Yep. They didn’t but they do now. Y’all keep feeding it. Fuck around and find out.



That relates to 3 kingdoms collapsing and merging into one.
A seed has to die in order to sprout new life.

3 Jesus, 3 Moses, 3 Bobs, 3 amino acids related to 3 kingdoms.

CERN, anti-matter, protons
37m
Bob’s cookie crumbs at CERN
If you’re going to outrun a quark and you run it backwards, what happens? If they’re making anti-matter, do
you make pro-matter?
It’s about gained electron capacity.
Instead of split atoms to create energy, you’re doubling atoms to make capacity.
CERN doesn’t know that.
iON says it’s like going from a single tree to a double tree.
Doubling atoms: take one atom and another atom and make them become one double atom.
Merging two atoms into one thing.
That’s where they came up with Adam-12.

Flubber was created as a bound ionic simulation. To change reactive position of gravity on an element.

Doubling of atoms coming from capacity of iCell.

45m
@Alissa
Gained capacity for additional proton: are RnA Drops tuning to frequency of atoms to make that occur?
Indirectly.
Bob: there’s your movements and directions.

50m
If tuning fork of RnA drops affecting CH14 is not direct cause of gained proton position, what is the direct
application?
Carolyn can explain it through MIHR.

53m
Ophanel brought Barley from Alpha Centauri or Andromeda.
Barley both in MIHR and RnA Drops.

0000h
Finnegans Wake
P.295

Lahaina has met it’s match
They’re trying hard to push it aside.

Lumps lavas and all: Lahaina.
Lahaina fire still burning.



Tragedy that is the life of the Biden household.

And makes us a daintical pair of accomplasses!
Trump knew his tax returns were perfect.
They keep going after Trump and fail.

The doubleviewed seeds: what they planted on Trump sprouted in their own yard.

Hoddum and Heave, our
monsterbilker, balked his bawd of parodies.:
Hunter will get pre-pardoned.

This judicial alertness is just. The cum left over to take the UV light to see where the semen goes.

the muddest thick
that was ever heard dump since Eggsmather
got smothered in the plap of the pfan.
Mud floods. But shit is fixing to hit the fan.

naval's napex will have to bind.
You have to know who is controlling the naval’s napex?

Normal Joe america is tired of this shit. This all stops. That’s what’s happening with Tom MacDonald and
Jason Aldean.

discinct and isoplural in its (your sow to
the duble) sixuous parts, flument, fluvey and
fluteous, midden wedge of the stream's your
muddy old triagonal delta,
Old world of Strom Thurmond

Afrantic, allaph quaran's his bett und bier!
Gets you to the law of what happens next.
Stream of muddy old trigonal delta. That’s what you’re fixing to see.
Nobody acknowledges religions anymore.


